For beamlet migration methods, the wave fields normally are statically and regularly windowed, and the wave field in each window is propagated with beamlet propagators based on local cosine basis (LCB) or Gabor-Daubechies frame (GDF), followed by local perturbations. These methods can provide pretty good imaging results when compared to traditional methods. However, with the LCB beamlet method, some artifacts are present at steeply inclined interface of large velocity contracts. The artifacts can be greatly reduced by dynamically shifting windows in the LCB beamlet method. The numerical results on 2D and 3D models will show the improvement in the imaging quality.
Introduction
Wu et al. (2000) proposed beamlet migration methods based on local reference velocity and local perturbation theory. The migration methods with Gabor-Daubechies frame (GDF) and local cosine basis (LCB) have been presented by Wu and Chen (2001) , Wang and Wu (2002) , and Luo and Wu (2003) . In these methods, the wave fields are statically and regularly windowed, and the wave field in each window is propagated with beamlet propagators, followed by local perturbation. These methods can provide good imaging results when compared to traditional methods. However, with LCB beamlet method, some artifacts are present in the area with steeply inclined interface of large velocity contract. In this paper, we first give a brief description for the LCB beamlet method and then discuss the concepts and method of dynamically shifting windows. The improvement in image quality will be illustrated through numerical examples.
beamlet migration
Generally, in frequency-space (f-x) domain, the scalar equation can be written as,
where, u stands wave field, ) , , ( z y x v stands velocity function. The wave field at depth z can be decomposed into beamlets with windows along the x-axis and y-axis, 
For a local beam, we can introduce a local perturbation theory to account for the interaction between the beamlets and heterogeneities. Then the wave field at depth
Local cosine basis propagator
For local cosine basis, the atoms can be written as
is the nominal length of the window and ) (x b n is the bell (window) function. We can obtain the local cosine beamlet propagator:
Shifting windows
Normally, the wave fields are statically and regularly windowed with the LCB beamlet method, which is known as normal windows as shown in Figure 1(a) . The wave field in each window is propagated with a local cosine basis propagator, followed by local perturbations, which can be regarded as first and second approximations, respectively. Therefore, for a very large lateral velocity variation within a single window, the propagation of the wave field in the window also has similar, but smaller errors on wide angle waves to those of the Split-Step Fourier (SSF) method (Stoffa, et al., 1990) . Actually, these errors are so small that can be omitted for most cases. But for steeply inclined interface of large lateral velocity contrast as shown in figure 1(a) , the errors which exist in the windows A, B, and C can be accumulated with depth and produce noticeable artifacts in the imaging results.
In order to reduce the error accumulation with the depth, the row of windows is dynamically shifted in a random distance at every depth, which is known as shifting windows, as shown in figure 1(b) . Because the velocity contrast is removed in window B, the wave field propagation is now correct in window B, the errors generated in windows A and C can not accumulate enough to affect the final imaging results. We also applied the normal-window LCB method and the shifting-window LCB method to the 2D SEG/EAGE salt model, as shown in figure 3 . The minimum velocity is 5000 feet/s and the maximum velocity is 14700feet/s. Three regions near the area of the steeply inclined interface of large lateral velocity contrast are labeled in figure 3(a) with the letters A, B and C. The image quality in these areas is greatly improved for the shifting-window LCB method, as shown in figure 3(b) and figure 3(c). 
Imaging result on 3D SEG/EAGE salt model
Here, the Fourier Finite Difference (FFD) method (Ristow and Rühl, 1994) , the normal-window LCB method and the shifting-window LCB method are applied to 3D SEG/EAGE salt model, which has 250, 250 and 201 grid intervals in x, y and z directions, respectively. Figure 4 shows a horizontal slice and a vertical slice of the velocity model and their imaging results. The image quality at the areas denoted by arrows is also greatly improved with the shifting-window LCB method.
Conclusion
Dynamically shifting windows in a random distance at different depths during LCB beamlet migration can greatly reduce the artifacts generated by error accumulation at sharp and steeply inclined interface of strong velocity contrast, and improves the total image quality.
